Andy summers telecaster wiring diagram
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Andy Summers Telecaster Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified tolerable pictorial
representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified
shapes, and the capability and signal contacts together with the devices. A wiring diagram
usually gives assistance nearly the relative point of view and bargain of devices and terminals
on the devices, to support in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would
conduct yourself more detail of the being appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more
symbolic notation to bring out interconnections over innate appearance. A wiring diagram is
often used to troubleshoot problems and to create clear that all the contacts have been made
and that everything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams work the approximate locations
and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and long-lasting electrical services in a building.
Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or
fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use within acceptable limits symbols for
wiring devices, usually alternating from those used upon schematic diagrams. The electrical
symbols not by yourself affect where something is to be installed, but furthermore what type of
device is visceral installed. For example, a surface ceiling lighthearted is shown by one symbol,
a recessed ceiling buoyant has a alternative symbol, and a surface fluorescent lively has choice
symbol. Each type of switch has a oscillate fable and hence pull off the various outlets. There
are symbols that proceed the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat.
A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority to approve link
of the domicile to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will next total panel
schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special services such as
flame alarm or closed circuit television or supplementary special services. Necessary cookies
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Guitars in General. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in
your browser before proceeding. Tele Neck Humbucker Wiring - with Resistor. Thread starter
Digitalman Start date Nov 8, Digitalman Member. Messages 2, But the humbucker alone sounds
muffled and nasally, and I know it's because I left the stock k pot in there. I checked the wiring
on the Andy Summers Tele as a reference before I did the work and his has the stock k pot as
well, so I figured I'd leave it. I played a Hot Rod Tele at one point and really liked how it
sounded. I thought maybe it was the mini hum that I liked, then after researching it, I found that
they used k pots and sort of split the difference. I read that the best way to wire it is to put a k
resistor on the switch with the bridge pu hot leg so it sees k instead of k, like a traditional Tele
bridge PU should. I wired it like I had read, the resistor shares the lug on the pickup switch with

the bridge wire and goes to ground on the pot. Well I checked my work and it was nice and quiet
in the bridge and middle position, but when I flipped to the neck it was screaming loud. Well, I
don't get the point of putting this resistor in there then, if the volume difference is going to be
THAT much between pickups. Am I missing something? I clipped the resistor out and the
balance was back, the neck HB isn't muddy anymore and the middle position sounds great. But
of course the bridge PU is twice as bright and twice as loud. Messages 1, The spec sheet you
posted says k, not k. Was that a typo in your post? Stratsandaks Member. Messages Something
is not right. I have two Teles wired with a resistor in parallel with the bridge pickup and don't
experience any volume jump as you describe. Are you sure the resistor is parallel and not in
series with the bridge pickup? I have a Duncan 59 Humbucker in the neck of a Tele - and I was
having a similar problem to what your having. I ended up getting a Duncan Lil 59er for the
Bridge, and used 2 x k Pots with a. Yeah, the diagram says , but everywhere else is saying k.
Using K resistor will get a value of K ohm pot value. It's supposed to be wired in parallel. The
resistor shares the lug on the 3 way switch with the bridge hot wire and is grounded to the k
pot. Is that not right? Clorenzo Member. It depends what you want to do. If you have two k pots
and want the bridge pu to see the equivalent of two k, use a k resistor. If you want to "convert"
just one of the pots to k, use k. In any case the big volume jump is weird. There's a small
objective difference in the midband due to loading but that's like 0. In any case the way you say
you have it connected is correct, so other than the subjective thing, I don't know what could be
going on. Messages 38, Well I played it a bit when I got home and I think I'm fine with it, without
the resistor. I have the habit of rolling off the tone when I switch to the bridge and that's still
really all it needs. The HB is much clearer now and that's what I was after. Maybe my wiring was
goofed up before, I'm not the best at soldering. But, I've made a ton of pedalboard jumpers and
done some amp work since I put the HB in the Tele so my skills are up now. One thing about the
neck PU and the 3 way Tele switch is that the braided shield of the HB sits hit below the switch
in the cavity. I've stuffed all the wiring in before and had it touch and short out. That may have
had something to do with it as well. I wrapped the braided shield with electrical tape this time
right below the switch. Messages 4, I did way way way to much experimentation here. The best
way that I found was to use 2 k pots with a 2 Meg resistor to tame the bridge highs and a. The
best thing to do is actually get a humbucker that's somewhat hotter than the bridge so that you
can lower it to take off some of the bass and clear it up. Thanks for the feedback guys. I may try
to add a k pot for treble and give the resistor a shot again, but I'm fine with it for now. I'm
playing through a deluxe and super so I just roll back the treble a bit. I played a Strat with a
bridge HB for a while, but I wired it with a k vol and k treble pot from the start with no resistor
and it was great. I may go back to the standard SS setup eventually. You must log in or register
to reply here. Trending Topics. Poll: Are you buying the Quad Cortex? So what do y'all think
about the Dave Mustaine Gibsons? Guitars in General. Will Kemper be dethroned? Which
pedals were instant keepers for you, no drama, no doubts? Started by skiltrip Feb 17, Replies:
During his early childhood, his family moved to Bournemouth in the county of Dorset. After
years of piano lessons, he took up the guitar at the age of thirteen. By age sixteen he was
playing in local clubs. After The Animals split up, Andy went to Los Angeles, and dedicated
himself to studying classical guitar. He used to hang around with Eric who at the time played a
Telecaster. Andy ended up selling his Les Paul to Eric so he could finish the album, and use it
on the following tour. Mike Eldred, who helped build a signature replica of this Telecaster,
interviewed Andy about his Telecaster. In that interview, he was told that all the modifications
were already installed on the guitar when Andy bought it, but this is not completely correct
more on this bellow. The out-of-phase was also added, which basically reverses the polarity of
the pickups. The original b ridge was replaced with a Brass bridge with 6 individual saddles.
The guitar is finished in red, and it features rosewood neck, and three original Fender single-coil
pickups. His favorite ones are the one from and â€” both arch-top, equipped with humbuckers.
He was also photographed with an earlier model pre , with a single P in the bridge position.
Judging from the pictures on his website, this guitar is no longer in his possession. Klein
Custom Andy was using these guitars almost exclusively from , up until around â€” during the
period in which he was heavily into effects and more advanced rig setups. This model features
drastically different design from a standard electric guitar. This is because all the tuners are
located behind the bridge. It also styles a very uniquely shaped body, and some of the guitars
came with a graphite neck. Andy had a couple of those, and couple of standard â€” wood neck
models. He said on more than one occasion that acoustic and nylon guitars are his real
passion, and he collected a great number of different guitars over the years. It is based on the
well-known model, but with some minor cosmetic and structural differences. It features Italian
spruce top, Indian rosewood back and sides, and a one piece mahogany neck. Martin D Andy
owns more than a few Martin guitar, but one that stands out is the D which he often used to

write on back in the Police days. GroundGuitar counts on your criticism and feedback. In case
you notice anything wrong with the information posted on this page, or you have knowledge of
something that you would like to share, be sure to leave a comment above. In case you want to
talk to me privatly, please use the contact form and I will get back to you as soon as possible.
Andy has well over guitars in his private collection, and most of them are listed on his personal
website. The origins of this guitar are a bit confusing â€” two sources tell two different stories.
This is most likely just miss-interpreted, because Andy mentioned in his autobiography One
Train Later: A Memoir that he was almost broke when the exchange happened, and that he
actually sold the Les Paul to Eric Clapton. Andy is also a big lover of Gibson ES model, and he
used a couple of them on the Police record. Andy owns a couple of vintage Les Pauls, with his
main one being a gold-top model from with two PAF pickups. One of the most recent addition to
his gear is the red-colored Les Paul, which he used for most of the work with Circa Zero. Andy
was using these guitars almost exclusively from , up until around â€” during the period in which
he was heavily into effects and more advanced rig setups. Andy recently worked out a signature
model with Martin guitars. Andy has many nylon guitars in his collection, but these two seem to
be his favorite. Andy owns more than a few Martin guitar, but one that stands out is the D which
he often used to write on back in the Police days. If you're repairing or modifying your
instrument or simply need some replacement part numbers, these lists and diagrams should
help you get started. The model list is, for the most part, of instruments currently in production.
This list is by no means comprehensive, and documentation for other models will be posted as
it becomes available. Note: Modifications to an existing Fender instrument currently under
warranty, or service performed on a Fender instrument currently under warranty by any person
other than authorized Fender service centers and technicians holding a certificate of warranty
service authorization for the period during which the work was performed, will void the
instrument warranty. Note: Most of our older guitar parts lists, wiring diagrams and switching
control function diagrams predate formatting which would allow us to make them available on
this page as PDF files. If you do not find the list or diagram for your specific instrument on this
page, we may still be able to furnish you with a "hard" copy from our archive. You may check
the availability of older material by contacting Fender's Consumer Relations Department by
phone at If we have the document you seek, we're happy to send you a copy. The table below
lists instruments by model name, part number and document revision date: Note: All part
numbers and specifications in each document are subject to revision, change or
discontinuation without notice. Discussion in ' Tele-Technical ' started by kevdev01 , Jan 10,
Telecaster Guitar Forum. Win a Broadcaster or one of 3 Teles! The annual Supporting Member
Giveaway is on. To enter Click Here. To see all the prizes and full details Click Here. To view the
thread about the giveaway Click Here. Is Fenders Andy Summers Wiring wiring diagram
incorrect? Jan 10, 1. Posts: 5. I used the below fender wiring diagram for the Andy Summers
guitar, and when the tech brought it back it did'nt split the coil of the humbucker. Anyone have
the soultion? Jan 12, 2. Age: 59 Posts: The diagram is correct. Back in the day when his guitar
was modded by whomever had it before Andy , I doubt that anybody had single-dual coil
switches. Jan 13, 3. Posts: Yeah, as stated above, the Andy Summers Tele doesn't have a coil
tap facility. The neck pickup is simply wired as a standard humbucker. Are you sure the tech
followed the wiring diagram correctly? Jan 19, 4. My luthier talked me into not screwing the pick
up into the body. His reasoning what was that it would make the pick up nonadjustable height
wise. That was the problem.
manual mazda cx5
2004 mercury monterey spark plug replacement
ignition switch ford f150
The bridge pick up was self grounding. It had a metal plate attached to the bottom of it. As a
consequence, the circuit didn't work. When we had the pickups both turned on, The phase
switch only worked in one position because of three three grounding points in the circuit. We
replaced the pick up screws in the bridge with nylon screws that solved the problem. I imagine
most people who follow this wiring diagram screw the bridge pick up right into the body, Or
they disable the self grounding plate of the bridge pickup. In any event screwing the bridge pick
up into the body has more to do with completing the circuit as well as the sound. Thanks for
everyone's help. Sep 24, 5. I know this is a little late As stated in the previous comments, the old
humbuckers did not have the split coil capability. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show
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